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A B S T R A C T

This work presents and evaluates different approaches of integrated optical sensors based on photonic
integrated circuit (PIC) technologies for refractive index sensing. Bottlenecks in the fabrication flow towards
an applicable system are discussed that hinder a cost-effective mass-production for disposable sensor chips. As
sensor device, a waveguide coupled micro-ring based approach is chosen which is manufactured in an 8’’ wafer
level process. We will show that the co-integration with a reproducible, scalable and low-cost microfluidic
interface is the main challenge which needs to be overcome for future application of silicon technology based
PIC sensor chips.
1. Introduction

Photonic integrated circuit (PIC) technologies are widely used for
applications in communication but have additional great potential for
the realization of optical sensor development for cost-effective dis-
posable sensor solutions with various applications in environmental
monitoring, food analysis and point-of-care-testing (Steglich et al.,
2019). Such sensors have the potential for the simultaneous analysis of
various substances (Wang et al., 2020) and physical parameters such
as temperature (Mai et al., 2019) and stress (Lu and Lee, 2009). Basic
principle of these sensors is the interaction of an evanescent decoupled
light wave close to a waveguide. These PIC based device technolo-
gies provide a scalable platform for label-free sensing of various sub-
stances (Luan et al., 2018) as well as temperature sensing (Dickmann
et al., 2021). Recent advances in the design of sub-wavelength grating
waveguides (Kita et al., 2018) and coherent phase detection (Molina-
Fernández et al., 2019) have led to a high sensitivity and demonstrate
their high performance. Due to the fact that sensor application means
a defined interaction of the device with the bio-chemical environment
recent approaches usually use passive photonic devices. Hence, the PIC-
based sensor chips are realized without or very limited possibilities of
co-integration with electrical driven components, like photodetectors,
and an on-chip data processing is usually excluded. Moreover, scalable
on-chip light sources are still not available through open-access silicon
photonics platforms (Rahim et al., 2019) and an external light source is
required. In order to use an external light source like a tunable laser or
a super luminescence diode, the photonic sensor can be integrated in
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conjunction with grating coupler for an effective fiber-to-chip light cou-
pling (Bondarenko et al., 2021). Beside this high potential of the sensor
chip technology a remaining challenge is an effective co-integration
with the necessary fluid environment. Different chip based integration
of microfluidic components had been presented so far. However, ability
of scaling and compact integration are still a missing piece from a
Lab-on-chip concept to an towards an applicable Lab-in-App system.

In this paper we will present the main reasons hinder a compact
integration of optical, electrical and bio interface. In the first section,
we will show and discuss general aspects and necessary steps in the
fabrication and value chain for a chip based photonic sensor. The
second part discuss challenges for the co-integration of passive and
active PIC sensors with a microfluidic environment and presents an
integration method enabling a compact co-integration. We present in
part three a system integration concept for this sensor chip and show
first proof of concept results for the entire system.

2. Fabrication and value chain of PIC sensor

The use of silicon photonic waveguides as refractive index sensor
is commonly known for several years. Advances in silicon technol-
ogy thereby push the developments towards a widely accessible re-
search platform and many application scenarios had been identified
so far (Steglich et al., 2019). In general there are different steps
which needs to be considered with the fabrication chain from a chip
towards an applicable sensor. Surface functionalization on wafer level
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Fig. 1. Photonic sensor fabrication chain from chip technology towards disposable sensors. Co-integration of the sensor chip can applied either by on-wafer integration techniques
or during the system assembly. Both approaches have to face the challenge of local and high density integration on the electronic–photonic chip interface.
and the conjunction with an appropriate microfluidic environment
for commercial purposes are two main key points within this chain.
But usually the attempt applying these steps are pre-defined by the
underling chip technology and especially the microfluidic integration
can be implemented either on wafer level or during the assembly of
the systems as shown in Fig. 1.

If you use a standard photonic-integrated-circuit technology (PIC)
consisting of passive photonic components as waveguides e.g. as micro-
ring resonator and coupling structures. The working principle of such
resonators is based on a refractive index change (Steglich et al., 2022).
At this point, we should distinguish between two cases. First, if the
refractive index of the surrounding material changes, we speak about
refractive index sensing in bulk material or surface sensing in case
of specific detection of molecules at the surface of the waveguide.
Second, if the refractive index of the optical waveguide is changed,
we speak about thermal or stress sensing, depending on either the
refractive index change originates from a temperature change or from
the applied stress inside the silicon waveguide, respectively. Temper-
ature sensing is highly efficient in silicon-based PICs due to its large
thermo-optical effect (Weituschat et al., 2020). In all aforementioned
cases, the detection principle relies on the change of the effective
refractive index of the optical waveguide which causes a change of the
resonance condition that can be detected by tracking the resonance
peak position or by measuring the intensity at a fixed wavelength.
The peak position is usually tracked by using a broad light source in
combination with an optical spectrum analyzer, while the intensity
can be measured by employing a laser with a photodiode. However,
you have to provide increased effort during the assembly of the sensor
system due to the required integration of the opto-electrical interface,
data recognition by a photodetector and additional data evaluation
in an external read out circuit (ROC) as shown in Fig. 2. Thanks to
advances in the integration of on-chip Ge-photodetectors which can
work in conjunction with Si photonic passive elements (Lischke et al.,
2015) an on-chip data conversion simplify the system integration due
the avoidance of a optical output. However, a missing step to drop
down the cost and requirements for sensor system realization is the
monolithic co-integration of photonic devices in an electronic CMOS or
BiCMOS platform, respectively. As shown in 2 thereby the complexity
of chip integration increases as well as the costs and hence needs to
be considered with respect to the system integration costs to find best
performance vs. cost trade-off for the entire system.

As a consequence, the main challenge of photonic biosensors and
their use in real point-of-care applications lies in the monolithic inte-
gration of grating coupler, photodiode and microfluidics to reduce the
complexity of chip-integration and, hence, fabrication costs. Usually all
three components are placed on the same side of the chip, occupying a
relatively large area, which increases fabrication costs drastically. This
leaves the high potential of silicon photonic sensors unleashed.

To overcome this issue, we propose and investigate a cost-effective
optofluidic system by integrating monolithically a microfluidic channel
2

into a PIC technology in conjunction with a easy to fabricate microflu-
idic interconnection, consisting of a replaceable sample substrate.

3. Chip integrated photonic sensor approaches and bottlenecks

To understand the necessity for such a compact integration ap-
proach we need to figure out the bottlenecks of alternative approaches.
For all variants the fabrication of photonic biosensor is realized on
a 200 mm silicon-on-insulator technology platform as part of a SiGe-
BiCMOS process line. While the photonic biosensor is structured from
the top of the wafer, the later presented microfluidic channel is locally
introduced by a backside release process using a combination of dry
and wet etching (Steglich et al., 2020). Other bottlenecks within the
fabrication flow and measurement set-up are challenges in light source,
detection technique and light coupling. Towards disposable sensor
chips, the use of a single wavelength light source in combination with
a chip-integrated photodiode is preferable since optical spectrum ana-
lyzer are expensive and cannot be miniaturized currently. As mentioned
before, such a configuration can be used for intensity measurements.
However, the main drawback of intensity measurement is the small
detection range. Currently, approaches to track the peak position with a
laser and photodiode is realized with a tunable laser, which is expensive
and requires much space. To avoid this, a tunable optical filter is
placed in front of the optical sensor (Moldenhauer et al., 2017). In
this way, a broadband light source such as a superluminescent diode
can be used because only certain wavelengths with sharp linewidth
can pass the optical filter. The transmitted center wavelength can be
tuned, so that the working principle of a tunable laser is achieved.
The advantage of a tunable filter is mainly referred to the fact that
it can be realized by integrating an additional add-drop ring resonator
that is thermally tuned using the relatively large thermo-optical effect
in silicon. Metal plates in the back-end of line can be employed as
heater. Another bottleneck is related to the light coupling from the
external light source into the chip. Single mode optical fiber having
a mode field diameter of 10.4 μm and a numeric aperture of 0.14 are
typically used. Due to these characteristics, the optical fiber needs to
be placed above chip with a distance of about 3 μm, making the fiber
alignment challenging. Therefore, precision 3D translational stages are
used. However, the alignment procedure is time consuming and the
tolerance against misalignment is small. Current research is focused on
the development of cost-effective fiber-to-chip packaging methods to
overcome this issue (Wan et al., 2019; Nauriyal et al., 2019).

3.1. Photonic sensor chips with top-side functionality

For the most simple approach to use a PIC sensor a technology
can be used which just patterned the photonic layer. Fig. 3 shows
an example of such a Si PIC micro ring resonator. The microfluidic
structures needs to be placed on top and therefor with an appropriate
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Fig. 2. Different photonic sensor integration concepts with respect to their complexity of chip technology versus requirements for package integration. Simple chip designs based
on photonic-integrated-circuit (PIC) technologies consist only on passive components and require higher effort and cost intense package and assembly techniques. (MRR = Micro
Ring Resonator, MZI = Mach–Zehnder Interferometer). System complexity and cots can be significantly reduced towards electronic–photonic sensor technology consisting integrated
microfluidic and CMOS electronics.
Fig. 3. Schematic cross-section of a single photonic sensor layer with required microfluidic module. Only passive photonic components are used and optical input is required from
top without interacting with micro-fluidic module (right). The scanning electron microscopy image shows an example of a photonic ring-resonator structure with silicon-on-insulator
dummy structures realized by state-of-the art PIC technology (left).
distance to coupling structures. This limits the density of integration
and moreover the aforementioned bottlenecks with respect to light
source integration and possible thermal tuning of the add-drop ring
resonator is excluded due to the absence of any interconnect layer on
the chip. Additionally two optical interfaces needs to be realized during
the assembly.

To overcome partially these limitations a PIC platform with at least
one interconnect layer and integrated photodetectors can be used as
shown in Fig. 4. Here the process is stopped after patterning of the
first aluminum based interconnect layer. A CMOS standard tungsten
3

base contact formation is used to enable the low ohmic contact to
the monolithically integrated photodetector (Mai et al., 2019c). As
shown in Fig. 4 exemplary the isotropic release of the sensor area as
the last step can cause detachment of the metal interconnect layers.
Therefor large areas of active and dummy filler free metal layers needs
to be considered which finally also hinder a compact integration and
in case of large sensor areas e.g. for multiplexing arrays, the stability
of semiconductor process.

However, these example show that PIC technology has a high poten-
tial for disposable sensor applications. However, the main bottleneck
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Fig. 4. Photonic sensor consisting of waveguide sensor element and on-chip active devices as Ge photodetector. Local and compact microfluidic integration is limited due to
necessity of access to standard metal pads and optical coupling structures (a). EDX/TEM image (b) of a front-side electro-optic sensor waveguide with close metal interconnects.
Isotropic release of the photonic element can cause detach of interconnect layers and therefor limits the density of integration.
Fig. 5. TEM cross section with backside opening of photonic sensor regions (a). This integration approach enables a zero-change of front end technology and separates the
fluidic interface from the electronic and photonic layers. Therefor high density co-integration of electronic–photonic is possible. Enlarged TEM (b) and EDX (c) images of a slotted
waveguide as photonic sensor and locally released from wafer backside.
for cost-effective and reliable sensor integration is the co-integration
of light-source (optical fiber), electrical signal supply and microfluidic
from same interface.

3.2. Photonic sensor chips with back-side etching

To overcome the bottleneck of compact microfluidic integration on
a chip with standard interconnects and optical coupling structures an
integration approach in a Si CMOS/PIC environment was developed
using a local backside release method to enable the access to the sensor
slot-waveguide devices. For the local-backside-etching of the 760 μm
thick silicon substrate a deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) process in
conjunction with a hard mask was used with a very high selectivity of
silicon dioxide to silicon (selectivity SiO2:Si of 1:200). This guarantees
a very controlled stop on the buried oxide (BOX). In comparison
to Adamopoulos et al. (2021b) where a similar approach was used in an
electronic–photonic integrated circuit (EPIC) process sharing photonic
devices within a CMOS platform we chose a combination of RIE and
wet etching to remove the BOX additionally. We used this combination
to avoid damages of the waveguide if only RIE would be used but
moreover to increase the sensitivity of the waveguide sensor. Drawback
of a pure chemical wet etching is an extended process time due to low
etch rates of the BOX. Fig. 5 shows a fabricated photonic sensor-chip
fully released from the wafer backside. A comprehensive description of
the fabrication process can be found elsewhere (Mai et al., 2019a,b;
Steglich et al., 2021). By releasing the sensor chip form the backside of
the wafer an approximately 16 μm thick layer remains consisting of a
4

maximum 70 nm thick silicon layer and several interlayer dielectric
(ILD) as well as aluminum and tungsten based interconnect layers.
Following the existing design rules of metal e.g. densities in the BEOL
we observe no mechanical instability of the released areas so far.

This chip integration approach enables a direct functionalization of
the waveguide and a strong interaction of the evanescent field with the
fluid and contained substance to analyze. Moreover an adaptation of
the electro-optical chip design on the wafer front side is not necessary.
For previously discussed front side integration of the microfluidic above
the sensor element you have to relax and expand the optical and
electrical interconnects to enable a save front side release of the sensor
area and a microfluidic system integration. In particular for a co-
integration into EPIC platforms this means higher cost for the entire
chip and system. Instead the novel concept enables an integration with
an obviously decreased form factor for the sensor chip.

4. Sensor system integration and results

The presented approach allows a separation of the microfluidic
from the optical interconnections. Here, fiber-to-chip light coupling
is used on the top side of the sensor chip, and the microfluidic in-
terconnection formed by an interchangeable sample substrate with an
integrated fluidic access, meaning there have to be at least two separate
components. This allows to change between multiple chip samples and
to apply various functionalization steps. We decided on a tray-drawer
type design with a movable inner holder, where the photonic chip is
attached to its underside and that slides into a fixed, outer holder.
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Fig. 6. Schematic assembly of the PIC sensor chip placed on a disposable sample holder (left) (a,b). Optical in- and output is enabled by a fiber coupled measurements set-up
using GRIN fibers (c). Using appropriate system integration techniques with optical cpoupling and electrical interconnects enables a direct use of an EPIC integrated sensor chip
allowing an on-chip date evaluation (d).
Fig. 7. Calculated optical field overlap with fluid with a backside released strip-loaded
slot waveguide.

As a microliter container for the liquid chemical reagents is required,
conical frustum-shaped mold was chosen, which is recessed into the
inner holder, where it is flush to its brim. A cutout on the underside
enables the sensing interface of the photonic sensor to be filled with
the liquid reagents.

Fig. 6 shows the fabricated sample holder. This fabrication enables a
mass production based on various polymer substrates. Despite the fact
that we use just a passive chip without embedded Ge-PD for this study
similar approaches could be applied to combine a sensor chip e.g with
wire bonded electrical connections to the sample holder — similar as
an USB stick.

As mentioned before the slot waveguide provides a higher op-
tical field overlap with the fluid compared to strip or rib waveg-
uides (Steglich, 2018). We have computed this field overlap for a
5

backside released slot waveguide with air cladding and plotted the
results in Fig. 7. However, to avoid excessive optical losses due to
enhanced scattering at the slot waveguide sidewalls, we combine the
slot waveguide with a rib waveguide, so that a ring resonator with
narrow bandwidth can be realized. An APEX AP3350A tunable laser-
source (TLS) controlled by the APEX AP1000 mainframe platform is
used as light source, operating in the optical C-band. A Thorlabs IO-H-
1550FC optical isolator and FPC561 polarization controller follow the
outputs of the light source, minimizing reflections and optimizing the
polarization for the internal grating couplers of the photonic chip. An
external Thorlabs DET08CFC/M photo detector and KeySight 34461A
digital multimeter are used on the detector side.

Results for the temperature sensitivity are shown in Fig. 8. We
deduced a temperature sensitivity of 𝑆𝑇 = (92 ± 0.6) pm/◦C from this
graph. This value is slightly higher compared to the same device that
is released from the top (Mai et al., 2019).

As proof on concept, we used NaCl dispersed in DI water at different
weight percentages. The refractive index 𝑛𝑓 of the NaCl solved in DI
water at a wavelength of 1550 nm can be calculated by

𝑛𝑓 (wt%) = 1.3105 + 0.17151 ×
𝐶 (wt%)

100
, (1)

where 𝐶 (wt%) represents the concentration in weight percentage (Su
and Huang, 2007; Tu et al., 2012). We injected four different con-
centrations ranging from 0wt% to 3wt%. The overall photonic device
sensitivity is defined as (Steglich et al., 2019)

𝑆 =
𝛥𝜆𝑟𝑒𝑠
𝛥𝑛𝑓

, (2)

where 𝛥𝜆𝑟𝑒𝑠 and 𝛥𝑛𝑓 are the change of the resonance wavelength
position and the change of the refractive index of the fluid (NaCl in
DI water).

We have measured the resonance wavelength position as a function
of the refractive index of the fluid. Fig. 9 shows the experimental
results. From the slope of the linear fit we revealed a ring resonator
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Fig. 8. In (a): normalized resonance peaks of the ring resonator at several temperatures. In (b): temperature sensitivity ST of the ring resonator, deduced from the mean resonance
peakshift, resulting in a highly linear trend of 𝑆𝑇 = (92 ± 0.6) pm/◦C.
Fig. 9. Resonance peak position of the photonic sensor as function of the refractive index of the fluid (NaCl in Di water). A ring resonator sensitivity of 100 nm/RIU is deduced
from the linear fit function.
Table 1
Benchmarking of different integrated photonic sensor platforms.

Ref. PIC technology ePIC Sensor

Material Passive integr. compati- sensi-
components PD bility tivity

Castelló-Pedrero et al. (2021) SiN Yes No No High
Griol et al. (2019) SiN Yes No No Moderate
Steglich et al. (2017) Si Yes No No Moderate
Laplatine et al. (2018) Si Yes Yes No High
Adamopoulos et al. (2021a) Si Yes Yes Yes Low
This work Si Yes Yes Yes Moderate

sensitivity of about 100 nm/RIU. Our results indicate the feasibility
of the proposed back-side integration approach in conjunction with
the disposable sensor assembly system. Table 1 benchmarks different
technology platforms with respect to their complexity and compatibility
for compact (e)PIC sensor systems.

5. Conclusion

We have presented recent developments on wafer level integrated
photonic sensors with special emphasis on current bottlenecks and
perspectives. A novel integration approach using the advantage of a
backside released PIC-sensor technology offers a great potential for
future low cost package integration of this sensors chips. The revised
integration approach enable a direct combination with an EPIC envi-
ronment and provide the possibility to co-integrate a read-out circuit
for the sensor system with a small form factor on the same chip.
Moreover the presented accessibility of the silicon sensor interface
enables an increased sensitivity of the chip with respect to existing
non-zero change (E)PIC platforms. Finally the presented approach over-
come the different discussed bottlenecks and preliminary experimental
6

results showing the potential for a disposable sensor assembly towards
point-of-care applications.
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